












Study on design method of Kazuo Shinohara's residential programs 
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Ǣ żªořǪżªoř, TOTOŏ, 1996.10 
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»Mƞĉ#I(B5ťƖ/IW yPɜCarl Bovillɝ6qbkŎŞ (H)0tZe
Ɗ»ɜDɝ5ɂ36Ɗ5Ƀ¶4ńHǒ,0MȪ<.I 
                  D=2−H            
 ŴǓ6ȏ3ù-5ÅŸMǽ0¿¯ƺ2ņɖ6§5F03Ǆ# 
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                        Hɤ0.42   0ŖĉJI 
 ¼3Ȫ<(F03qbkŎŞɜHɝ0tZeƊ»ɜDɝ5ɂ36 
            D=2−H                  
 5Ƀ¶4ńHǒ,5/ȏ5ǢŹFH 


























































































 ZbeÅŸ6 wardƖƗ3FIƆƠZhlȝɏMœƱ!(ð 3-63ÅŸǢŹMǂǎĐ
Ș5ƶÞ0¾3Ǆ#?(ð 3-8 36ZbeÅŸ0tZeƊ»5Àȵ0ÿį5¸M&J'J
Ǆ#Ƈȡ6ÿį328ItZeƊ»Ǩȡ6Àȵ328ItZeƊ»MǄ# 















































































































































































































































Ɨ7ɝ ŴǍ3ƱGJIĢɒð6½.ǚÖƳ ®ćðɒɜİñǅ, 2008ɝ3ŗȤJ.I
C5/I×ǯŠƪ7) 













ɥ x ɦ( x M12ŭā5şŞMǄ!ɞħɃŞ0C0) MƱ(ɃŞ216ɞɈƌɃŞ
/IɈƌƨ5[tMC,ĊɊ5³0!.6ɞȷµƦ5Ƽť0šȽɞȠȝɏ0Ȱ
Ț214IɈƌɃŞ6ɞFHǶƺ36ɞŞƽǦ3ɀÑɂ [a, b] Mǯ1ɞ&5Ñɂ
32. 2,$,4¾ȭơMC(2F02ȵÅÑɂ;5ÅËMǽ005ɞJG5ßÑ
ɂ5/6ĉŞ02IF02ɃŞɞ0!.ĉǮ/5I 
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          /ĉǮJId(P,Q)MP0Q5ȝɏ0#I()!E(A)6A5#<.5ơ3GA5ț  
     ȼĺ?/5ȝɏ55ǥé 
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 Ǔ 4-4 LNťė$69ÒƘƤĀǲ;ďȡá9ƄQP.ýȒũ²ȪǗȟ%ȫ;¼Ń;°ÖR¼ř)
O 
 ƪ;ťė9744ýȒũ²;¯<1.128M1.36;ȗ9¼Ń)O15©Û;5011©Û;ýȒ
ũ²;¯< 1.3 Ű53O©Û;ſĠ<äȗ;ü0Ȫá 4-7ȫ9Ǔ%P¼Âďȡ9LOÈƴ
8şô;L58ďȡěĬRķ144O#69Q8O 
 ƪ;ťė9744ýȒũ²;¯<1.258M1.39;ȗ9¼Ń)O10©Û;508©Û;ýȒũ
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PM;¯;ƭà<Ǔ9ƚ)20uUnȪƳ6.1mȫȠP44O6;Ȉ½8e_9ÓQ
+44OÌǈŅƂ4)p.111 
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